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Clustering behaviour: Silicon Valley

Stanford University’s 660 acre industrial park for high-tech businesses 
(core focus: INNOVATION and RESEARCH)

Likeminded companies and entrepreneurs were drawn to the region 
to access the onsite expertise 

Supply chain development

High skill personnel attracted to increased opportunities

More entrepreneurs, established technology 
companies and supply chain

Silicon Valley is now home to the headquarters 
of 39 businesses in the Fortune 1000 and 
thousands of startup companies

Tech concentration meant businesses could secure skills

This clustering drove greater operational 
efficiency, lower costs and exceptional 
innovation



Is clustering strong in Wales

This neural network 
(produced by 
Professor Huggins, 
Cardiff University) 
shows how businesses 
connect in the UK’s 
No 1 innovation region 
– the East of England

Firms and organisations

Universities outside the region

Universities inside the region



Clustering in Wales

East of England Wales

Wales is ranked 10th for innovation (out of 12). 



The art of Clustering

Bring businesses and academia together (to share space and purpose)

Make it easy to operate, employ and invest

Create a process-appropriate environment

Facilitate open innovation opportunities

Interact with other sectors

Create a desirable work experience

Share key infrastructure

Remain open to incomers



How a strong cluster might look

Innovation, Research 
& Training

Developers Supply Chain Infrastructure Industry Influencers
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Pembroke Dock MarineSwansea Bay City Region

Pembroke Dock Marine: £76.3m

Marine Energy 
Test Areas

Development of 
Pembrokeshire 

Demo Zone 

Marine Energy 
Engineering 

Centre of 
Excellence

Redevelopment of 
Pembroke Port
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Pembroke Dock MarinePembroke Port redevelopment



Pembroke Dock MarinePembroke Dock Marine

Which will help to create:

• Increased innovation and research
• Enhanced operational  efficiencies
• Reduced costs
• Shared learning with similar industries
• Export industry potential
• Strengthened UK energy portfolio

And, in turn, gives back to the region:

• Extensive energy and engineering cluster
• Opportunities for supply chain expansion
• Economic stability
• Increased high-skill employment
• Regional economic growth
• Opportunities for today’s and the next 

generation


